**Catchbox Pro**

*The Audience Engagement Solution For Larger, More Demanding Events*

The Catchbox Pro is a module, converting existing beltpack transmitters, or lavalier microphones, into throwable microphones. This means it is easy to integrate with any event that already has a working wireless microphone setup. Users simply connect their existing beltpack transmitter into the Catchbox Pro’s built in mic and Automute electronics.

**Catchbox Lite**

*The Audience Engagement Solution for a Seamless Plug & Play Experience*

Catchbox Lite is a complete wireless microphone system that works globally without a license and plugs into any audio system. It won’t interfere with other wireless mics and does not require active audio management. Simply turn it on, and throw it in. Due to the frequency being used, the system does not work in larger events of more than 100 people which require more advanced wireless microphones.

**Catchbox Cover**

The Catchbox Replaceable Cover is designed to protect both the inner electronics as well as audience members. Compatible with both Catchbox Lite and Catchbox Pro products, the cover can be bought separately, useful for when you want to have a different color or graphics for a specific event. Note: Both Catchbox Lite and Pro products come with one outer cover.